Fuel of New Era is a nationwide competition for the LPG industry, the aim of which is to stimulate the further development of the LPG market by setting standards and disseminating good practices. We invited to participate all those who want to pay attention to the industry for its innovative solutions.

The choice of winners decided competition committee composed of the chairman, Maciej Paczuski - Associate Professor at the Institute of Chemistry of Warsaw University of Technology Branch in Plock, Andrzej Olechowski - Director of the Polish LPG Association, Beata Altkorn - Head of the Department of Analysis of Petroleum Oil and Gas Institute, Slawomir Karpisz - Expert for Technology and Quality Gas ORLEN GAZ and Wojciech Mackiewicz - Editor in chief gazeo.pl

Organizers: ORLEN GAZ Sp. zo.o., Warsaw University of Technology
Partners of the competition: Polish Academy of Sciences, the Polish Organization of LPG, Oil and Gas Institute, ORLEN Laboratory, GasShow, LPG Exceptional Energy, the World LP Gas Association (WLPGA)
Media Partners: service PAP Learning in Poland, Academic Campus Radio, the magazine “Czas na Gaz” and portals gazeo.pl and e-petrol.pl